
A 
ccording to Christopher Lyon, president 
of Tournesol Siteworks, “The inclusion of 

amenity spaces has absolutely skyrocketed in the 
past few years to the point that tenants and resi-
dents expect them.”  

These amenity spaces may be designated 
outdoor workout areas, social gathering spots, 
employee break areas, outdoor kitchens, or just a 
place to spend time and relax. What the spaces 
have in common, Lyon says, “Is that building man-
agers and owners want to soften the space and 
make it inviting. Plants are always a part of that.”  

Designers have responded to the surging 
popularity of amenity spaces with new products, 
materials, and construction techniques that pro-
vide an unlimited variety of structural elements 
and planting options for small spaces. Let’s explore 
the outdoor small-space trends and the freshest 
outdoor colors for 2019. 
 
Creative solutions transform  
small spaces 

Green wall applications are growing 
When side to side dimensions are limited, 

going vertical is a practical and attractive way to 
introduce green elements. Green walls are three-
dimensional structural elements that can be 
attached to a wall, building, or planter, which serves 
as a support system for climbing vines. Mike Bell, 
principal of MAB Group, explained that the benefits 
of a green wall such as the welded-steel green-
screen® modular walls include temperature mitiga-
tion, visual screening, buffering, and creating shade. 
Bell said, “Absolutely, we’re seeing more demand for  

 
green walls and containers in downtown environ-
ments. Tenants and residents now expect green ele-
ments in their urban living and work spaces.” Bell 
noted that green walls need a soil source which can 
either be in-ground planting beds or containers. 

Container versatility is limitless 

There is truly a planting container for every 
use and style. Two of the trends with the most trac-
tion are described by Bell and Lyon: 

• Rustic and natural materials are very on-trend, 
Lyon shared, particularly those with sustainable 
qualities. For example, Tournesol manufactures 
weathered steel containers that develop rust 
but don’t degrade. Wood furnishings and 
flooring products produced from thermally-
modified, sustainably-grown U.S. hardwoods 
have the beauty of natural wood with a 25-year 
useful life.  

• More contemporary, less traditional containers 
in every color under the sun are trending quite 
strong, Bell noted, along with increased 
demand for custom shapes and sizes. The Old 
Town Fiberglass product line of fiberglass 
planters with polyurethane coating can be 
shaped into virtually any application an archi-
tect or landscape architect designs.  

Customized site furnishings provide 
complete solution 

Customization doesn’t end with planters and 
containers. Benches, tables, seating, trash and recy-
cling receptacles, pedestrian and traffic control 
structures, and planters that incorporate seating 
are items that can be customized to create cohe-
sive pieces for small spaces. 

A view from the top 
When Bulley & Andrews (B&A) constructed 

their new headquarters two years ago in the vibrant 
Bucktown neighborhood of Chicago, a rooftop 
space was always part of the plan according to 
Sloan Watson, marketing director for the general 
contracting and construction management firm. 
The 1,200-square-foot space was designed to host 
planned and impromptu client and employee gath-
erings and is furnished with ample comfortable 
seating, tables, games, fireplace, big screen TV, 
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In dense urban areas, every leaf is important. Even the smallest spaces provide an opportunity to 
add plants and create an amenity where your tenants or residents can connect with nature.  

How to Make the Most of Small Outdoor Spaces 
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shade awning, and 11 large planters.  
Given the firm’s culture which values relation-

ships, they wanted their outdoor spaces to foster 
connections among employees as well as clients, 
so they made the space more inviting by adding 
color as well as texture with the furnishings and 
planters. The columnar containers, inspired by 
species native to prairie states, were planted with 
grasses, sedum, sweet potato vine, and thistle that 
provided various heights and shades of bright 
greens and deep purples plus a pop of pink. The 
containers are strategically placed at the terrace 
entrance to welcome guests outdoors and to 
soften the hardscape elements without impeding 
the incredible views of the neighborhood, several 
nearby B&A projects, and the Chicago skyline. 

2019 color trends 
Color has a big impact in small spaces and this 

year’s trending colors are perfectly suited for land-
scape applications. The popular cool deep bluish- 
and gray-green tones create soothing, de-stressing 
environments while vivid pinks and coral energize a 
space. Here are a few ways to keep intimate spaces 
fresh by incorporating the newest color trends. 

• “Living Coral,” Pantone’s 2019 color of the year, is 
gorgeous in the landscape and contrasts espe-
cially well with deep blues, purples and greens. 

• Pink is an empowering color that imbues confi-
dence, joy and playfulness. This year, layering 
multiple shades of the pink spectrum from the 
palest light pink Helleborus to vivid pink tulips 
or deep red pansies, and even brown euca-
lyptus, is a trend that guarantees an uplifting, 
multi-dimensional color display. 

• Bright containers, especially those produced in 
company colors, are an increasingly popular 
way to extend a corporate brand to outdoor 
spaces. While most neutral container shades 
work well with any flower color, bright con-
tainer colors need to be considered when 
selecting annuals, perennials and holiday décor 
to avoid clashing with the strong base color.  

Ready to transform your small space? 
If your building has a small underutilized or 

outdated outdoor space, following is a step-by-
step design approach to help you create a useful 
and welcoming outdoor asset.  

1. Inventory existing conditions 
The landscape designer’s first step of any design 
project is an inventory and assessment of the 
site’s existing conditions. For urban spaces, par-
ticular attention is paid to nearby environmental 
factors that generate noise, distracting views 
and odors, such as parking garages, traffic and 
dumpsters.  

Consideration of microclimates is especially 
important for both plant selection and the com-
fort of users, as some small spaces may not 
receive any direct sunlight and likely have 
altered air circulation patterns due to the posi-
tion and density of urban structures. Rooftop 
spaces may be subjected to intense heat and 

unrestricted 
winds.The style of 
any existing land-
scape and building 
furnishings will be 
assessed, so that 
additions are 
cohesive. For 
example, a formal 
boxwood hedge 
would be incom-
patible with 
prairie-style peren-
nials. Accessibility 
for landscape 
maintenance tasks 
will be evaluated. 
Elevations and 
grade changes will 
be measured, so 
appropriate 
flooring options 
can be designed. 

2. Define purpose 
and use 
The next step is to 
define the general 
purpose of the 
space. Will it be an 
active place for 
employees to enjoy 
lunch and breaks outdoors or a mini oasis to de-
stress and connect with nature? Is the space 
large enough to host gatherings, outdoor 
classes, or performances? What time of day, 
evening or night will the space be open for use?  

3. Determine requirements for  
structural elements and furnishings 
The purpose of the site guides design decisions 
about the type of fixed structural elements and 
furnishings that are needed to support the pro-
posed uses. For example, dense screening may 
be needed to block or filter noise, odors and 
undesirable views. A lunch table with four chairs 
will require at least 120 square feet of space. 
Seat walls can do double duty by containing 
raised planting beds and offering informal 
seating. Fireplaces and water features require 
infrastructure support and additional mainte-
nance considerations. 

Flooring establishes the tone for a space and 
can visually expand small spaces by providing 
continuity to adjacent indoor spaces or the 
streetscape or can provide definition and sepa-
ration. There are several important factors to 
consider when choosing between deck versus 
patio flooring materials.  

• Patios are built directly on the ground or more 
specifically, on a prepared sub-base. Elevation 
differences between the outdoor space and 
building thresholds must be resolved for acces-
sibility. If a grade change is significant, building 
up the site with stone, fill dirt or retaining walls 
can get expensive so introducing multiple 
levels or using a deck may be a more cost-
effective option.   

• Decks need a minimum of 18 inches 
of space between the ground and 
deck surface to accommodate struc-
tural supports and prevent wood rot 
issues.  

• Specialty lightweight hardscape applications 
for rooftop flooring include wood, concrete 
and porcelain pavers. When installing flooring 
on an existing rooftop, an underfloor system is 
typically installed to provide a level surface for 
the paving material. 

4. Establish plant palette 
Sun exposure, location and problems to be 
solved strongly dictate plant material selection. 
For example, spaces with deep shade, planting 
areas exposed to salt spray from sidewalk and 
street de-icing treatments, or areas frequented 
by dogs will all require plant material capable of 
tolerating those elements.  

While shade and site conditions may limit the 
number of colorful tree and shrub options, 
annual flowers, certain perennials, and inter-
esting containers can provide the intense bursts 
of color, strong focal points, and soothing hues 
that small spaces need.  

5. Site design and furnishings  
specification 
With the site uses and parameters defined, the 
creative process fully engages to develop imagi-
native solutions and define specifications for 
plant material and hardscape elements.  

Population density continues to increase, yet 
urban residents still crave a connection to the 
natural environment. Maximizing every oppor-
tunity to turn small spaces into valuable ameni-
ties will delight tenants and residents and 
enhance the desirability of your property. $ 

Y Coral color tulips pair beautifully with deep 
purple and yellow pansies for an on-trend  
seasonal color display.

[ Natural materials with sustainable qualities are 
especially desirable for intimate outdoor gath-
ering spaces. [ Bulley & Andrews’ rooftop terrace pro-

vides a comfortable outdoor space to host 
planned and impromptu client and 
employee gatherings. 
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